
  

1914-1918: The History of the First World War by 

David Stevenson 

Drawing on the latest research available this book is a 

look at how the “war to end all wars” unfolded and 

would leave the world never looking the same again. 

Stacks – D521.S834 2004 

The Pity of War by Niall Ferguson 

This revisionist work of history by popular historian 

and lecturer Niall Ferguson suggests that the 

outbreak of World War One was the fault of England 

rather than Germany.  

Stacks – D511.F28 1999 

The First World War: A Complete History by Martin 

Gilbert 

This single volume general history of the First World 

War is the work of acclaimed historian and Churchill 

biographer Martin Gilbert. Highly recommended. 

Stacks – D521.G57 1994 

Promise of Greatness: The War of 1914-1918 by 

George Andrew Panichas 

Written for the fiftieth anniversary of World War One, 

this collection is a haunting look back at a war that 

was seen in retrospect to be utterly futile. 

Stacks – D509.P26 

 

A World Undone: The Story of the Great War, 

1914-1918 by G.J. Meyer 

This account of World War One looks at how the 

war reduced Europe and several of its empires to 

complete rubble. 

Stacks – D521.M56 2006 

The First World War by Hew Strachan 

This historical work argues that the modern world 

was created and is still affected by the events of 

the First World War, especially in places such as 

the Middle East and the Balkans. 

Stacks – D521.S86 2001 V.1 

The Guns of August by Barbara Tuchman 

This extremely popular book on the origin and 

outbreak of World War One is a winner of the 

Pulitzer Prize and has remained continuously in 

print since 1962. In it Barbara Tuchman argues 

that more than anything WWI marked the end of 

the 19th century. Highly recommended. 

Stacks – D530.T8 

The World War I Reader by Michael S. Neiberg 

This work is a collection of primary source 

documents by a leading historian of the First 

World War. 

Reference – D509.W85 2007 



 

The First World War: A Concise Global History by 

William Kelleher Storey 

This book looks at World War One from a global 

perspective rather than the traditional focus on the 

battlefield in France and Belgium. 

eBook; Available via Search in CUNY+ 

1917 Beyond the Western Front by I.F.W. Beckett 

This book is an analysis of the events of 1917 which 

marked a massive turning point in the conflict for all 

sides involved. From American entry into the war to 

the Russian exit from the war, 1917 was a year that 

changed everything. 

eBook; Available via Search in CUNY+ 

Fighting the Great War: a Global History by Michael S. 
Neiberg 

This book by leading World War One historian 
Michael Neiberg looks at the war from a different 
angle than usual, focusing on soldiers and the 
weapons they used to fight. 

eBook; Available via Search in CUNY+ 

The First World War by Ian Cawood 

This book looks at the war from different angles 

including recruitment and propaganda, women’s 

involvement, and the links between the war and the 

revolutions in Russia and Germany. 

eBook; Available via Search in CUNY+ 

The First World War was a bloody conflict that destroyed empires and 

helped to set the stage for the world as it is today. 2014 marks the 100th 

anniversary of the start of this war, once called “The War to End All 

Wars”. This brochure lists some examples of excellent books about 

World War One available at the library!  

Take a look at our World War One Subject Guide: 

http://guides.lib.jjay.cuny.edu/worldwarone 

There is also plenty of online material available on the subject of World 

War One. Simply search “World War, 1914-1918” or “Great War, 1914-

1918” in the CUNY+ catalog to find much more! 
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